Abstract: Shot boundary detection is the first step in the video processing applications. The detection of gradual transition is quite difficult compared to the detection of abrupt transition. Among the different gradual transitions, the detection of wipes is more challenging because the wipes are of different categories and having complex nature. We have presented a novel method for wipe transitions detection. In the proposed algorithm we used Normalized Mean of Approximate Wavelet Co-efficient (NMAWC) as a metric for potential wipe transition detection. To apply algorithm on whole video to detect wipes is computationally expensive. So we tested our algorithm on the video clips containing wipe transitions. The experimental results are evaluated using the performance metrics Recall, Precision, F1 measure, detection rate and the results are compared with the existing methods. Our proposed algorithm achieved a relatively better trade-off between recall and precision as compared to other algorithms. We tested the proposed approach on different wipe effects including Special wipes. The proposed method successfully avoids false positives caused due to object/camera motion and illumination.
Introduction and related work
Wipe transitions have more complexity and diversity in its transition patterns as compared to cuts, fades and dissolve. Due to this fact research community has given less attention towards detection of wipes and they have concentrated their study on detection of cut, fade and dissolve. In wipe transitions, current shot pixels are replaced by next shot pixels step by step until the current shot is completely replaced by next shot as shown in Fig 1. In such transitions the movement of single or multiple image boundary lines occurs that results into variation in shapes, moving direction and moving speed. There are more than thirty two types of wipe effects commonly used in video editing. These special effect edits are often used in news, sports, cartoons, comedy and show programs. Unlike dissolves and fade, modeling the wipe transition by any single formula is very difficult as their patterns vary considerably. Hence it is a challenging task to detect the presence of all deferent types of wipe transitions as well as to identify their individual patterns. This work proposes an efficient wipe detection method which can eliminate disturbances caused by noise as well as object motion in detection of wipes. The proposed method works in three stages. In first stage, the features are extracted from the frames using db-6 Discrete Wavelet Transform decomposed to 4 levels. In second stage, normalized mean of approximate wavelet coefficient is calculated for each frame and its variation with frame index detects the potential wipes. In the third stage, color histogram difference is calculated between consecutive frames and from the intersection of two graphs the shot boundaries are declared. The related work for wipe detection in presence of illumination and motion is given below. A wipe detection method is proposed by U. Naci et al [9] which is based on the fact that two adjacent shots before and after wipes are spatially well separated at any time. The proposed literature addresses the detection of horizontal and vertical wipes only. According to wipe detection method proposed by Zabih et al [4] , wipes exhibit a characteristic pattern in the ECR time series. The characteristic pattern can be exploited to detect the potential wipe effects. The proposed algorithm has shown less immunity towards noise and the performance decrease when used over different genres of videos. According to a research published by R. Lienhart et al [3] , for wipes, the adjacent shots are not temporally separated but spatially well separated at any time. The spatial separation of shots is exploited by the proposed algorithm to effectively detect the potential wipe frames. A wipe detector has been developed by Alattar A. M. et al [10] , the proposed wipe detector exploits the linear change in the means and the variances of the frames in the wipe region is developed. Pei et al. [5] have proposed the use of motion vectors to find the scene change regions of each frame. Campisi et al. [6] have developed an algorithm based on the trajectory estimation of the boundary line between two successive frames for wipe detection. Han et al. [7] have used 3D wavelet transform, Gaussian weighted Hausdorff distance, and the direction of motion vector to identify wipes. Mackowiak et al. [8] have employed motion activity, and dominant color descriptors to find wipe region. A method for wipe detection discriminating object and camera motion is proposed by K. Warhade et al [11] . In the proposed algorithm first the moving strip due to wipe is obtained, which eliminate most of the edges due to object boundaries and retain true wipe boundaries, and then Hough transform is applied on these moving lines to detect and categorize various wipe types. In order to decrease the computational load of the proposed algorithm, the authors propose a preprocessing step as a first stage of the algorithm. The preprocessing step consists of calculation of statistical image difference between the consecutive frames to obtain the potential wipe frames, which are input to their proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm detects and identifies various types of wipes and also distinguishes wipes from object and camera motion. Fernando W.A.C. et al [1] proposed an approach that taking the benefit of the production feature of video. In the proposed technique, each video frame is first decomposed into low and high-resolution components which are analyzed correspondingly and further recombined together to form a wipe transition detector. In the proposed scheme, the mapping of each image onto the reduced image is done. Then they use structural properties and statistical features of the images to recognize wipe transition region. Finally, Hough transform is used to analyze the wipe patterns and the direction of wipe. The outcome shows that the algorithm is capable of detecting all wipe regions precisely still the video sequence contains other special effects. Nam et al. [2] have used wavelet transform to find direction-emphasized images. These images are projected on a specified angle by Radon transform and then B-Spline interpolation is used to identify wipe region. Mackowiak et al. [8] have employed motion activity and dominant color descriptors to find wipe region.
Proposed method for detection of wipe transitions
The Proposed Algorithm for detection of wipes is explained as follows.
1. In the proposed algorithm each frame is converted from RGB to Gray level scale. 2. Each frame is decomposed to 4 level using db6 discrete wavelet transform.
3. The mean of approximate wavelet coefficient for each frame is calculated and tabulated in the form of array 'I'.
Here, I1 is a mean of wavelet coefficient of first frame.
4.
The array 'I' is normalized to form an array 'I N '. The normalized arra 'I N ' is plotted against frame index. For test video the nature of the graph is obtained as Shown in figure 2(a) and (b).
5.
From the above sample graphs, it is clear that for all patterns of wipe, there is either a gradual increase or decrease in the graph. Thus this method is capable of detecting almost all types of wipes discriminating the illumination effects very precisely. 6.
From the graph, it can be seen that for a wipe the gradual increase or decrease of values will be for more than consecutive 10 frames. 7.
The consecutive 10 values of array I N which are gradually increasing or decreasing are stored in array ID.
8.
However, in case of camera motion or object motion, we may get a gradual increase or decrease in the graph but of short duration as shown in the graph.
9)
To distinguish between camera/object motions and wipe the color histogram difference method is used as post processing technique. In color histogram technique the color histogram is calculated for each frame and it is tabulated in the form of array D.
10)
The mean of color histogram is calculated for each frame and it is normalized to form an array M and it is plotted against the frame index as shown in fig.3 
11)
Next, the average level of array M is calculated. The values of array M which are above average level are stored in an array N.
12)
The gradual transition is detected when the values of M are above the average level for more than 10 consecutive frames.
13)
The consecutive 10 values of array M which are above the average level are stored in array Dc. 14)
The array D c consists of n numbers of rows. The values of each row are corresponding to gradual transition or camera/object motion. To distinguish between gradual transition and camera/object motion the first and last point of each row are checked, if these values are found to be very close then that row will correspond to gradual transition.
15)
To identify only wipes, the intersection of array ID and Dc is calculated. If the intersection of ID and Dc is more than 75% then profoundly it is cleared that wipe has been detected. As shown in figure 7.4.
16)
The types of wipes are also examined in our algorithm by similarity measure.
(a) (b) 
Test video sequence.
The proposed algorithm have been tested on various movies, such as Star Wars III, Star Wars I, Jodhaa Akbar and Bhootnath. These movies are manually observed frame by frame for ground truth with the help of Virtual Dub to find the desired detection. In our work, we considered 23 types of wipe patterns broadly categorized into horizontal (denoted by HWP1-HWP7), diagonal (denoted by DWP1-DWP5), vertical (denoted by VWP1-VWP7), and special wipes (denoted by SWP1-SWP4). Number of wipe sequences available in each video with different patterns and information about number of frames with wipe and wipe range is shown in Table 1 . To test the effectiveness of the algorithm, we consider the frames from the video where camera and object motion are present before or after wipe. 
Evaluation criterion
We used Recall, Precision and F1 measure as discussed in Section 3.5 as a evaluation metric to compare shot boundary detection algorithm. Generally, wipe transition occurs over a certain range of frames unlike abrupt transition which occurs at a single frame. In addition to above metrics, we need an additional evaluation metric which can elaborate details about how many wipe types are correctly detected by the algorithm and is given by Detection Rate (DR) = 100
(1) Table 1 shows the performance metrics for wipe detection using proposed algorithm. The range of the wipe varies from 12 frames to 60 frames in the test video sequence as shown in Table 1 . For the full range of one wipe frames, one wipe type is considered and the number of actual wipe types are found out and shown in Table 2 (Total wipe types movie wise). Any partial detection is considered as correct detection (Hit) if more than 75 percent of its wipe range is correctly declared. Our algorithm is capable of detecting almost all types of wipes with detection rate above 90%. Also it gives good compromise between recall and precision. We evaluated the performance metrics mentioned above for the videos under test. We have considered the specific movies having lot of rapid camera and object motion and also which are used by other researchers earlier, so that we can compare our algorithm with existing algorithms. Our method is found to be robust in presence of camera, object motion and illumination.
Comparison with different wipe detection methods
Performance of the proposed algorithm has been compared with Alattar [10] , Fernando et al. [1] , and Nam et al. [2] and K. Warhade [11] for the same video sequences. We selected these algorithms for comparison, since most of the successful methods suggested for wipe detection compared with these algorithms. Above algorithms have been tested for four movie videos, Star Wars III (SWIII), Star Wars I (SWI), Jodhaa Akbar (JA) and Bhootnath( BN).Frame based R, P, and F1 measure performance comparison between the proposed method and the other tested algorithms are shown in Table 3 . The performance comparison based on detection of wipes (Detection Rate) are shown in Table 2 . 
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Algorithm by Alattar [10] is based on statistical features and gives false detection for large camera and object motion. As the method is based on statistical features, it detects most of the wipe types but fails in accurately locating the frame range of wipe and results in low Recall but with comparable Detection Rate. As this method does not follow some common pattern, it is difficult to say whether this method will fail or succeed in detecting a particular wipe type. This algorithm is also unable to differentiate between different wipe types like horizontal, vertical, etc. Fernando et al. [1] have used mean square of the image frame difference to find wipe strip. If moving objects are present in the scene in addition to wipe boundary, then binary image shows edges due to wipe as well as edges due to object. Angle of the edge due to wipe and object may be different, and if Hough transform is applied on such frames to find average gradient, it may not give constant angle pattern and results in miss detection. If moving objects are present before or after wipe for long duration, then average gradient may give constant angle pattern and results in false positives. If wipe changes its direction or involves more than two lines, then average gradient pattern may not be constant after applying Hough transform. This algorithm mainly failed to detect following wipe types: HWP1, HWP7, VWP2, VWP3, VWP4, SWP1, SWP2, SWP3, and SWP4 and results in low Precision and lower Detection Rate. In the algorithm proposed by Nam et al. [2] , one of the condition for wipe is that, the wipe transition length must lie between predefined minimum length 15 to maximum length 24. For a reasonable tradeoff between Recall and Precision, they slightly modified this condition by minimum length 8 to maximum length 58 as per our test video data. This algorithm is unable to detect following wipe types: HWP1, HWP2, VWP1, VWP2, VWP3, and VWP4. This is the main reason for low Recall and comparatively lower Detection Rate in this algorithm. Though this algorithm is not designed and tested for following wipe types by Nam et al. [2] : HWP7, SWP1, SWP2, SWP3, and SWP4, we find that this method is able to detect such wipe types due to its linear like transition behavior and straight line boundaries. This algorithm is unable to locate frame range accurately for this wipe types, but it accurately detects the frame range of other detected wipes and results in higher precision. The proposed algorithm is able to detect almost all 23 wipe types in this test video sequence and results in high Recall and higher Detection Rate. Previous algorithms failed to detect wipe types VWP3 and VWP4 due to its nonlinear and non rigid changing patterns and boundary. Our algorithm is also able to find out the wipe range accurately in most of the wipe types including HWP7 and diagonal wipes, where scene change region is very small during starting and end of the wipe. This is the main reason for high precision in the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm also discriminates wipes from object and camera motion and is demonstrated in the Section 4. Overall our proposed algorithm gives better trade-off between Recall and Precision as compared to other compared algorithms and detects most of the wipe types and their range accurately. Our proposed algorithm successfully differentiates between horizontal, vertical, diagonal and special wipe types 4 Demonstration of various wipe patterns obtained using proposed algorithm
Discriminating wipe from object motion and Demonstration of pattern obtained for horizontal wipe
To show the robustness of the proposed algorithm for discriminating wipe from Object motion, some frames were considered from Star Wars III movie. Ground truth for the above clip is wipe transition is not existing between these frames but the object motion lies from frame 91 to frame 105. Fig 5(a) shows the frames from this video sequence. Output of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The results clearly indicate that using the proposed algorithm camera and object motion can be clearly distinguished. 
Demonstration of pattern obtained for diagonal wipe
To demonstrate the results of diagonal wipe, we considered some frames from the movieStar War I. Ground truth for the above clip is wipe transition from 185 to 210 frames. The proposed algorithm is applied on this video clip and result is shown in Fig.6 (a).
Demonstration of pattern obtained for vertical wipe
To demonstrate the results of vertical wipe, we considered some frames from the movie Star War I. Ground truth for the above clip is wipe transition from 215 to250. The proposed algorithm is applied on this video clip and result is shown in Fig..7 (a) . 
Demonstration of pattern obtained for special wipe
To demonstrate the results of this special wipe, we considered some frames from the movie Star War I. Ground truth for the above clip is wipe transition from 225 to 255. The proposed algorithm is applied on this video clip and result is shown in Fig. 8 (a) . 
Discriminating wipe transitions from illumination
To demonstrate the results of our algorithm in detecting the frames containing wipe in presence of illumination i.e. flash light or explosion, we have considered the video clip of movie star war III. The ground truth for the above clip is wipe transitions from 236-256. The proposed algorithm is applied on this video clip and the results are presented in figure 9 (a) and .9(b).
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for wipe transition detection. In the proposed algorithm, the presence of wipe is detected by means of discrete wavelet transform and then using color histogram the range and type of wipe can be declared. Applying the proposed algorithm on the whole video to detect wipes is computationally expensive. Our approach can directly be applied for all frames and even then it takes small computational time. We extensively tested our proposed algorithm on several genres of video data. Experimental results are carefully evaluated using the performance metrics Recall, Precision, F1 measure, and Detection Rate. Our proposed algorithm achieved a relatively better tradeoff between Recall and Precision as compared to other algorithms. We tested the proposed approach on twenty three different wipe effects and obtained detection Rate of 97.06, 100, 90 and 100 for Star War III, Star War I, Jodhaa Akbar and Bhootnath respectively. The proposed method successfully avoids false positives caused due to object and camera motion. This is the main reason for high precision in the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm also discriminates wipes from object and camera motion. Overall our proposed algorithm gave better trade-off between Recall and Precision as compared to other compared algorithms and detected most of the wipe types and their range accurately. Our proposed algorithm successfully differentiated between horizontal, vertical, diagonal and special wipe types.
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